ProFiller 1100 More Than a New Name!

Changes shown below are versus the ProFill 100

- All Parts Automatic Dishwasher Safe
- Conversion Kit Eliminated & Orienter Base Common for Sizes 00-4
- 25% Smaller & Lighter Design*
- Ten frequent customer requests implemented

1. Locking Plate has domes to eliminate cap denting when filling coarse powders.
2. Stainless steel screws replace plastic screws to eliminate breakage.
3. Orienter Base common for size 00-4, eliminating the need for a Conversion Kit.
4. Powder Tray Clamps Included.
5. Capsule Locker included for easy capsule locking & consistent capsule length.
6. Orienter change part connected with 2 horizontal screws instead of 4 vertical screws.
7. Locked capsule checker included.
8. Stainless Steel Caps Tray is automatic dishwasher safe.
9. 25% lighter weight for customers who tap the filler during filling.
10. Tamper Pin diameter optimized. New range is 00, 0-1, 2-3 and 4.

9. Corner holes inside Powder Tray area removed from Top Sheet “c”.
10. New Spacer Plate design prevents feet from falling out after repeated automatic dishwasher cleaning.
11. New Cam & “b” sheet design to prevent powder entry in cam area.

* 25% lighter & smaller as Size 000 is reduced from 100 holes to 80 holes. Sizes 00-4 remain at 100 holes.

ProFiller 1100 machines are not compatible with the previous ProFill 100 machines. The change parts for a ProFiller 1100 cannot be used on the previous ProFill 100 or vice versa.